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The fresh or the thawed frozen meats 
were deprived of fat and dendon <5% 
of the fat was allowed with). The le
an meat was then sliced, chopped and 
mashed up for use.
All the additives were speparately 
mashed and passed thtrough a 0.5 mm 
dieve. Different flavors of spicing 
agents were then prepared according 
to the prescriptions, in either solid or liquid form,
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experiment was divided into four 
groups with each of the spicing agen
ts: sweet flavored, peppery flavored, 
fruit flavored and walnut flavored,
when preparing the spicing agents, 
the amount of the major ingredient 
was first singled out by the method 
of "0.618 ", and the optimum amounts 
of the others were then determined 
by the method of multiple descending 
dimensions.

DESIGN OF THE PROCESSING PROCEDURES
LEAN MEAT SEVERANCE---DENDON REMOVAL
---SLICING— -LEAN MEAT MIX— MINCING— CHOP?ING-- FURTHER MIX--- FLAVOR
ING-MOLDING--SHAPING---REMOISTING
—  BAKING— GLAZING— PACKING— CHECKING--PRODUCT.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Processing of the preserved goat meat 
foodstuff. The key procedures, such 
as stuffing and treating techniques 
are quite different from those when 
dealing with other preserved food.
Raw meat can be selected from all pa
rts throughout the goat body, without 
any limitation that only buttock meat 
is used in the processing of other p- 
reserved meats. Through an analysis 
of 25 slaughtered goats, the buttock 
meat accounted for 13.72%, while the 
lean meat of the whole body took
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63.45%, Therefore, meat utilization 
was increased by 3.62 times, and the 
profit increased by 2.7 times, compa
red to the technique only using butt
ock meat. The analysis of the produc
ts showed that the contents of prote
in and micronutrients approximated 
that of the preserved meat of using 
buttock meat.
The treating procedure is reasonable. 
The muscle fibers are shortened after 
being chopped and mashed, which makes 
it easy to digestion. The addition of 
phosphates enforced the milkiness, 
and also improved its tastes and ten- 
terness. All this would be of great 
help for its consumption.
Molding is standard, this brings the 
product an uniform shape, which is c- 
onvenient for packing and shipping.
The shaping procedure uses nontoxic 
plastic film as matting material, sh
ortening the shaping time to about 
50% of the other techniques, and sav
ing energy by about 50%.
The experiment shows that the proper 
moisture content in the product shou
ld be 10-15%. The product would be d- 
eteriorated when moisture content is over 15%.

The processing techniques of preserv
ed goat meat can be expanded to the 
meat processing of other animals and 
poultry, and it is also applicable to 
the production of all kinds of fruit sheets.
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